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About This Game

Super Jagua is a classic 2D retro-style single-player platformer inspired by the greatest platformers of the 80s. Run, jump, swim,
discover lots of secrets, fight brutal bosses and more in this classic NES inspired adventure.

Story

The canine kingdom is in sadness and sorrow, a mysterious demon has kidnaped the beloved princess and her little puppies. She
is now imprisoned in a far dangerous castle and one ordinary, but brave dog, decides to embark on a journey to save them and

restore the kingdom.

Features:

Classic Gameplay: Bricks, springs, spikes, teleporters, coins, power-ups and more!

Levels: The game is divided into eight worlds, each of them containing four handcrafted levels

True retro style: Every graphic was created from a single 24 color pallet

Secrets: Hidden warp zones and tons of secrets

Music: Full 8-bit chiptune soundtrack
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Challenging Gameplay: Ultra precise jumps, epic boss fights, no continues, no savegames. Like the good old times
when games were hard
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Publisher:
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Originally when I launched this game it froze, but the dev reached out to me and told me how to fix it. Very simple fix, just go
to steamapps (or something) and change vertex buffer to 1 in the config\/options file.

Now as for the game, it has beautiful pixel graphics and classic platformer gameplay. Easy decision to pick this up if you enjoy
things like the classic mario games!. This is a neat little platformer that reminds me of playing NES games. Specifically Mario
Bros which I think it was heavily inspired by. It's actually quite a lot like Mario Bros in many ways but has it's own set of
problems.

The biggest problem and only reason I would not recommend this is the save feature is broken. I played last night on the Steam
Link and when I quit the game I said save and quit, and I saw a continue option. Today when I booted it up that option was gone
and I had to start over from the beginning.

One thing that separates this from Mario Bros is the controls. They are very sloppy in Super Jagua and feel a bit strange at times.
It's nowhere near as precise as Mario Bros.

In Mario Bros when you get hit your character shrinks and if they are already small they die. In Super Jagua your character will
flash when hit for a second and then go back to normal. For a long time I thought I also could take 2 hits in this game but
recently it was only 1. It took a while but I finally figured out that if you are holding an item you have 2 hits and if not, just 1.
The game doesn't relay info to the player as Mario Bros does.

Cute enemies, amazing chiptune music, this really could be an alright game but that save feature is really holding it back. It will
never be Mario Bros which it really wants to be but it could be decent if it just gets this save feature figured out.

--> Follow My Steam Curator Here <--

I wish there was a middle option between recommended and not recommended because that is where I would put this. SInce
there is not a middle option, I would have to go with not recommended, at least until the save feature gets fixed.
That broken save feature is by far the biggest problem with this game that I have found.. It's pretty fun, can be challenging, but
really fun. OMG, this right here is well worth what I paid for it. Well thought out, fun, short and it brings back memories for a
ton of the golden games! Well done!. For 99 cents this game is not that bad, I remember interviewing the person who made this
game on my Youtube Channel, let me just say... The developer of this game is a nice guy, very polite I liked talking to him. This
is actually a really nice game, the only complaint I might have is, the difficulty is pretty hard but that's kind of the point of the
game so I won't talk about that much, this game is actually pretty good.. The simplicity and difficulty of the level designs, as
well as the overall shortness of the game, are very reminiscent of Super Mario Bros., while the graphics, controls and various
other elements are very reminiscent of Super Mario Bros. 3 and Super Mario World. The Steam achievements add a lot of
replayability to this game. This game is definitely worth your 99 cents if you are a Mario Bros. fan or classic 2D platformer fan
in general. No need to wait for a sale for this one!. Great game. It's a very good platformer. Not easy at all. I definitely
recommend it.. Its alright, the only problem i had with it was the controls felt very stiff making it hard to play, its not complately
unplayable and can be kind of fun. very nice game for a nice price !
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Super Jagua
Was expecting a jaguar
Main character is a dog

I'm questioning my life. Sold my steam cards, and had a couple of bucks, and have to say, this is the best $1 I have ever spent on
a game xD its a good Mario clone. Nothing more to say really.. hey...it was almost free so its kay? also great mario spinoff tho
:). i have mixed feelings about this game, because the graphics and soundtrack are dope, but it's awkward to control, which takes
the fun out of it... kind of like a pretty girl who won't let you go balls-deep. It feels just like an old NES game. The graphics and
music is great and I'm having a blast trying to find all the secrets.. its basically a good smw rom hack :D. how do jump?. Super
Mario clone with fukken s h i t controls. The game LOOKED fun from the videos, but upon actually playing it, it's not. The
movements are not fluid enough, the powerups are hardly usable and very sluggish, and there's a massive lack of consistency
between the level difficulty and the boss difficulty. The bosses are the easiest parts of the entire game!

Now, I know some will say "you're too critical about a game on sale for $0.99", but I take gaming seriously. Quality is
everything, even for games worth this amount. I have played games of all price ranges, and there are some 99 cent games out
there definitely worth playing, but certainly not this one. I was horribly disappointed and this game seems unfinished to say the
least. I could have kept it, but it was so bad that I requested my 99 cents back. I'd rather spend them on trading cards.
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